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Martin: We all owe you a debt of gratitude for pointing this out. Also, thanksfor the comment about my 

Dealey Plaza UK article. :-) Also, can everyone please remove Glenn Gearhard from your "cc/ e-mail"list after 

this---he's a nice guy but is NOT interested in appearing on anyresearch list (He was accidentally added from 

my "SPORTS" list!). Thanks.Vince PalamaraMartin Shackelford wrote:> Vince:>> All broadcast footage by all 

three networks is available to any> researcher who cares to examine it. The Museum of Broadcasting 

(branches> in New York and Chicago) maintains complete news archives, available for> research (probably by 

prior arrangement). The only material UNavailable> is outtakes from CBS specials, and probably other 

outtakes, though even> some of those have become available over the years. It's not clear> whether they are 

suppressing evidence so much as keeping "exclusive new> footage" to use in attracting audiences to future 

specials.> Your compilation for Dealey Plaza UK includes some interesting> points.> The only thing, by the 

way, that was deleted from "The Kennedy> Tapes" was duplication--otherwise, it's the complete footage for 

the> period covered, and extremely valuable for including the uncut WFAA-TV> footage of a number of 

cameramen.>> Martin
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